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thologizing is apparent the problems are mini
mal. But when the mythologizing is carried out
on a larger, more authoritative scale, where it
can be unperceived, the dangers are far
greater" (Rosenthal 1998:429).

The majority of the Easter 1 land documentarie con
tain the word "my tery" in their title. For example, BB
Horizon' The Mystery ofEa ter I land, produced by Jona
than Renouf, i ba ed on the premi e that ' ... only cience
can hope to explain the ri e and fall of thi unu ual civiliza
tion". Although cience has contributed greatly to con-
tructing an accurate picture of the pre-history of Easter

I land, a great deal of what we know about the ancient cul
ture and religion come from ethnographical studies con
ducted on the island.

Katherine Routledge (1919) led the first archaeologi
cal expedition to the island from 1914-1915, followed by

Laura Boyd take a break at 'Anakena during her filming project.

"A a result of orne of the e practices, instead
of having the pa t clarified and illuminated, we
imply have a new mythologizing of history.

Thi i extremely dangerous. Where the my-

THE I FLUE CE OF DOCUME TARIES

W HE I ET OUT TO MAKE A DOCUME 

TARY concerning an inva ive plant pe
cie on Ea ter I land, it oon became obviou
that many people are mi informed about the is
land and it history. Many believe that the island
i treeless and the ancient people mysteriously
vani hed, leaving only the great tatues for Euro
pean to find (Easterbrook 2005: I 0). A more
recent concept has pervaded public opinion: that
Easter Island stands as a metaphor for the end of
the Earth, associating the great moai statues or
icons of the island with eco-disaster (Diamond
2005: 119). [ wondered where these generaliza
tions came from, and why uch sensational ideas
are associated with the i land. Then, while con
ducting research for my documentary, Caballo
Loco on Easter Island, I a embled a collection
of earlier documentarie about the island and it
became apparent that uch ensationalized mi 
conceptions could be traced to earlier documen
tarie broadcast by major televi ion networks.

Viewers con ider documentaries to be omehow
truer than nearly everything el e they see on tele
vision, and often they are unaware that a docu
mentary is the filmmaker' version of event
(Bernard 2004:210). Documentaries promise
information, knowledge, and in ight, but they are
not documents in the strict ense of the word
(Nichols 2001:38). Saying that a documentary
makes a claim of truth is not the same a aying that it pre
sents the truth. Claims of truth reflect an understanding
between documentary filmmaker and their viewers that the
"representation i ba ed on the actual socio-historical
world" (Beattie 2004: I0-11). Thu ,documentarian have
the power to influence the way people perceive the world.

However, when di torted, historical and cultural real
ity can have ethical outcome. ensational narrative nega
tively affect the public' perception of the i land' hi tory.
With the notion of film providing indexical trace of a real
pa t, we approach the convergence of documentary cinema
and historiography (Ro en 1993:63). Documentary film
maker and author Alan Ro enthal writes:
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ethnologist Alfred Metraux in J934 (1957). Vast quantities
of information were gathered, including interviews with the
elder of the island, thus preserving the history of their tra
ditional beliefs and customs. Even so, misconceptions about
the i land' history and the fate of the Rapanui people con
tinue to urface in documentarie . Horizon' The My tely of
Easter Island (2003), tate: "The great puzzle for anyone
trying to find out what happened here i that there's no one
left to tell about it", thu sugge ting that the Rapanui people
have vanished. This tatement wa reinforced with images
of a tark and barren landscape, treeless and void of any
sign of human inhabitants. Horizon's program relied on a
geneticist, a botanist and an archaeologist to help solve the
many "mysteries" of the i land. Although the documentary
does acknowledge the deva tating impact of Western con
tact, it includes no mention of the survival of the Rapanui
people because that would batter the premi e of "mystery".
Documentarians rely on the concept of the "mysteries" ur
rounding Easter Island to construct narratives that incorpo
rate scientific discoveries on the island. Unfortunately, thi
approach perpetuates the misconception that Easter Island i
" brouded in mystery".

Representing prehistory is a challenge. Archaeologi t
are u ed as witnesses of the past, acting as the 'specialist"
on ancient culture and sharing their theories about the past
by interpreting scientific clue left for u in the form of art,
artifact, pollen tudie, and hi torical records. Often they
have conflicting theorie and, in the OVA pecial Secret
of Lost Empires: Easter Island, by Lie I Clark, the focus is
more on exploiting the per onalitie of the scientists than
introducing the exi ting theories on how the Rapanui moved
their giant statues. Instead of a cutting-edge program, te t
ing the different theories of how the statues were moved, it
became an embarra sing duel between scientific egos. Ar
chaeologi t Vincent Lee worked on the NOVA piece but,
until filming began, he wa unaware of the filmmaker's
intention. A archaeologist Georgia Lee (per. com.) states,
" ... the responsibility of the filmmaker is to show thing
accurately, not to try to create controversy and go for the
sensational."

The History Channel produced an hour-long special,
In Search of History: Mysteries of Easter Island, by pro
ducer Tom Jennings. The film e chews the entire hi torical
timeline, and lead the viewer to believe that the islanders
depleted all of their resource in a period of fifty year and
create horrendous re-enactments of savage warfare. The
entire documentary is infused with accu ations wrought by
We tern ideology, depicting the Rapanui as bloodthir ty
avage . The most ensational example of narration tate :

The i landers are horrified: how could their god
let them become 0 evil? Filled with hate for
what they have become they feverishly destroy
the symbol of tbo e tbat are supposed to protect
them - the moai. The de truction of the moai is
een as one way of liberating the island from the
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curse of cannibalism. To cleanse themselve of
their bloody deed they create a new religion.

The narration is reinforced with a reenactment of av
age warfare: a "cannibal" carrie hi victim off on hi houl
der.

Deciding how an early society behaved toward nature
by studying the few surviving non-decomposable artifacts
is enormously difficult. There is conjecture and extrapola
tion (Merchant 2003:37). We have neither historical nor
scientific evidence to support the idea that the Rapanui
threw down their statues to rid themselves of "the curse of
cannibali m." This particular documentary constructed the
Rapanui as degraded savage, devoid of We tern civiliza
tion (Beattie 2004:47).

In an obviou attempt to combat this mythologizing of
history, Films for the Humanities and Sciences produced a
series called History's Artifacts: Separating Fact from Fic
tion. The film, Easter Island in Context: From Paradise to
Calamity, produced by Peter A. Steen (200 I), is an excellent
example of an evenhanded attempt to represent archeolo
gists and their different opinions. Using a very academic
approach the documentary includes the majority of the
leading experts on the history of Easter Island and killfully
weave their differing theorie together, allowing the audi
ence to come to their own conclu ions about the ancient
history of the i land.

But why do mo t documentarian ignore today' Ra
panui i lander, creating the impre sion tbat tbere are few
people on tbe island and that they are technologically primi
tive? According to author and hi torian Sbawn McLaughlin
(pers. com.), "Little coverage i provided on contemporary
issues like education, health cultural issues, land manage
ment or those dealing with autonomy from Chile." To be
fair, the reason Easter Island's past gets more attention i
that is where most of the intrigue lies. Author Paul Bahn
(pers. com.) feel tbat:" ... filmmaker dwell on the sexier
a pect, uch as the stone head that everybody i familiar
with and wonder about. Dealing with the recent history of
the pre ent place would take them into less attractive area
such a politics and oppre ion."

The danger of such mi leading documentaries i that
audience are left with as umption that function a knowl
edge. McLaughlin (2004:56) believe there is a tendency to
search for meaning instead of knowledge wbere the i land i
concerned and simple mi interpretation have given ri e to
theorie tbat have no substantiation. Arcbaeologist Van Til
burg (1994a) agrees: 'The island, because of its incredible
megalithic accompli hment and dramatic i olation, ha
been the reluctant center of fanta tic speculation, bad re-
earch and p eudo cience." Many theorie have been de el

oped in the ab ence of evidence. Thor Heyerdabl sailed
4,300 mile by raft from outh America in an attempt to
prove hi theory that Easter Island wa ettled by South
American (McLaughlin 2005:47). The documentary of the
expedition, entitled Kon-Tiki, won an Academy Award in
1951. Geneticist Erika Hagelberg disproved hi theory by
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Horses at Abu Akivi. Most are allowed to roam freely on the i land, thu it is
hard to keep them from encountering cho-cho. A archaeological sites are open
and unfenced, livestock roam over the ruins, platform and petroglyphs, causing
damage to the sites by di lodging stones, and leaving piles of manure behind.

extracting D A from the skeletons of early Easter Islanders
and identifying a genetic marker called the Polyne ian mo
tif, confirming that the island wa indeed settled by Polyne
sians (BBC, Horizon 2003).

Unfortunately popular non-fiction further contributes
to the mythologizing of the hi tory of Ea ter I land. Thanks
to evolutionary biologi t Jared Diamond and his extremely
popular New York Times best seller, Collapse: How Socie
ties Choose to Fail or Survive, Ea ter Island i now syn
onymous with eco-disaster. "Easter's isolation makes it the
clearest example of a society that destroyed itself by over
exploiting its own re ources" (Diamond 2005: 118). An
excerpt from the ew York Times Book Review read :
'Centuries ago the defore tation of Ea ter I land allowed
the wind to blow off the island' thin top oil: tarvation, a
population crash and a descent into cannibalism followed,
leaving those haunting tatues for Europeans to
fmd" (Easterbrook 2005: I0). In Collapse, Diamond glo se
over a significant period in Rapa Nui history, the impact of
European visitors to the island, slave raids and smallpox.
Van Tilburg (1994b: 164) acknowledges: "The metaphor for
di aster. .. i a projection of We tern value which empha-
izes the self-destruction of Rapa Nui culture over the ac

tual, near-annihilation of its contact with the West".

THE TR TH ABOUT ESTER ISLAND

Although it i a generally accepted theory that the Easter
I lander denuded their land cape, many factor fiU t be
considered when examining the di appearance of trees on
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the island. McLaughlin (2004:221) clarifie that, unlike
fore t clearance method of today, the deforestation oc
curred over a period of 1000 year and the island was up
porting a population that peaked at an estimated 9,000 peo
ple. Ero ion, introduced pecie, and climatic fluctuation
all contributed to the defore tation of Ea ter Island. 'So
pinning the environmental degradation entirely on the i 
landers is hardly fair or balanced reporting, however dra
matic one may want to be."

Determining what is truth and what is speculation i
difficult because much of the hi tory of Ea ter I land has
been 10 t due to a sequence of event that were directly
related to European contact with the i land, and not through
a self impo ed eco-disa ter a many of the current docu
mentaries lead u to believe. Slave raids and small pox
managed to bring the population of the Rapanui people
down to a mere 110 by 1877; the near annihilation of their
population was a direct result of contact with the We t
(McLaughlin 2004:223). Due to the impact of encounter
with outsiders it has fallen to archaeology, combined with
salvage ethnography or recording what is left of a culture,
to write a history of the i land (Rainbird 2002:448).

The pre-European history of Easter I land i ba ed on
the interpretation of scientific evidence combined with
what i known about the hi tory of the island in the form of
legend. "Much of what the modem-day islanders know
about their own heritage derives not from their ancestor ,
but cientist, explorers, anthropologists, and archaeolo
gi t who have managed to dig up long-buried information,
including knowledge that wa truly lost to the Rapa
Nui" (McLaughlin pers. com.).

Legends are seized upon in the
absence of anything less definitive. My 
tery, cannibalism and eco-di a ter have
become a common in our a sociation of
Ea ter Island a the giant monolithic moai
tatues. There i no tandard in documen

tary filmmaking for mi repre enting real
ity; nothing to gauge to what extent the
impression of authenticity has been en a
tionalized. This legal exercise of freedom
of expression give the documentary film
maker the power to hape the way people
perceive hi tory and factual information
about the world they live in. Filmmaker
create a history of the island ba ed on the
most sensational possibilities for the sake
of securing rating for televi ion broad
ca ters, and thru ting themselve into the
danger zone of mythologizing hi tory for
the ake of ad erti ing dollars. For the
mo t part, documentary filmmakers are
not free agents but employees of one sort
or another: "the provi ion of entertain
ment complicates the ethical position
(Winston 2000: 115).
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REALIZING THE FILM

In filming Caballo Loco 0/1 Easter Island, the greate t
challenge to develop the tory while still remaining true to
the vi ion of veterinarian Jonathan Arzt and his scientific
di coveries. Using observation, reasoning, hypothesis, pre
diction, and te ted theory, the model of scientific method
wa employed a the basic structure for telling the tory.

The film follow Arzt as he goe through the trial
and tribulation of scientific practice to come to conclu
sions about the toxic plant problem on Easter I land.
Through the natural progression of hi scientific inve tiga
tion, he brings the audience to an understanding of the

state: "Audience are willing to do quite a bit of work to
figure out what the story is and where you are going with it
- that i part of what make viewing a good documentary
an active rather than passive experience"

In Caballo Loco 0/1 Easter Island, I relied upon my au
dience' ense of wonder to build a plot for the story. By
pre enting information to timulate questions I developed a
plot where the audience wa led through the process of
inve tigating the "caballo loco syndrome," along with vet
erinarian Jonathan Arzt.

magic hour lighting and to haul a camera to unusual place.
Creating a great film recognize that your viewer' time is
valuable and that they have a choice a to how they pend
it. Make them want to spend it with your story".

A good toryteller anticipate the audience's confu ion
and meets it in subtle and creative ways, relying on editing
and the relea e of information where and when it i needed
and not before. In her book, Documentary Storytelling for
Video and Filmmakers, Sheila Curran Bernard (2004: 160)

Documentary filmmaker are under a great deal of pres
sure; they must attract viewers. Producer Charles Salt man
(pers. com.) of the Monterey Bay Aquarium believes that
ensationali m is the ide effect of " ... network pressure to

create a dramatic feel with minimal budgets which lead to
formulaic approaches." Ultimately, the job of the film
maker i to bring audience to adverti er . Producer Martha
Conboy (pers. com.) of ational Geo
graphic Television believe that airing
sensational-type programming, in a
commercial environment, is a are bet
to win rating and that's why produc
er re ort to it so frequently. Conboy
commented. "I liken it to a ide how:
audience know they've got no con
tent, but they like the fonn as its own
kind of entertainment." Ultimately, the
motivation is job ecurity. Producer
David Sheerer (per. com.) believes
the financial pres ure are great, espe
cially in today' very aturated televi
sion market· that broadca ter require
rating, and " ... film garner ratings
when they are exciting and dramatic."

But in "doctoring" the work of ci
enti t to make film more exciting,
dramatic producers are mi leading
audience. Producer Chri Palmer
(per. com.) believe that producers
need to ' ... counter the current trends J th Arz .. ". . kt '1" ..
toward ensationali m and show that ona an t glvmg a vltamm coc al to an aIlIng hor eon Rapa ui.

it i po ible to produce films that are highly entertaining
without being irresponsible." Scheerer (per. com.) feel
that" ... ensationalism is the tool of the ignorant and fool
ish filmmaker who disregards their intrinsic responsibility
to their audience or somehow doesn't believe it is an issue
to betray this public trust."

There are conflicts inherent to trying to present a visu
ally interesting story while at the arne time trying to get
the fact traight and actually present some useful knowl
edge. McLaughlin (per. com.) think "There are actually
two responsibilitie : one to the audience that watches the
documentary, another to the scientists who participate in
the production." These have not always been well com
bined. Scienti ts need to understand there is more to the
proce than ju t preparing and filming a documentary'
there are marketing and di tribution issues and their accom
panying demands, financial and otherwi e. He does feel
that the filmmakers should never hirk their responsibility
to pre ent the material a accurately a possible, even if that
mean subordinating dramatic elements. But Salt man
(per. com.) disagrees: "Having great material doe not
relieve you of your re pon ibility of entertaining the
viewer. It is hard work to create a good film; to really get to
know people and the stories they have, to wait for the

DOCUME TARY PRES URE
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and it provide a factual contemporary hi tory of Rapa ui.
1 wa fortunate that Arzt was aware that the footage we
acquired needed to fulfill the needs of my graduate film
making program and to al 0 create a film for potential
fundraiser for hi non-profit organization, Veterinary Re
lief International. The 25-minute version for Montana PBS
subdue but does not eliminate the solicitation aspect for it
is a very important part: it demonstrates his dedication to
the cau e. Arzt supported the work of my thesi project,
both per onally and fmancially, and wa extremely patient
while 1 went through the pains of producing my first docu
mentary. r will fulfill my obligation to Veterinary Relief
International. Caballo Loco on Easter Island will be edited
into a 7-minute piece, created specifically for fundrai ing
purpose.

Arzt ha worked on Easter Island since 1998. He real
ized that all of tbe elements contributing to his work, in
cluding the fact that all of this was happening on the most
remote inhabited island on Earth, made for a strong story
and he wrote a treatment for a possible documentary. In
200 I, he purchased a Sony digital video camera and began
creating a elf-portrait, including footage of his work and
on-camera commentary. Jon knew he wanted a docwnen
tary about hi work on the i land but filming it him elf
proved to be impo ible. However, what he filmed on
Ea ter I land later became the model for hooting the film
Caballo Loco on Easter Island.

complex scientific concept introduced in the
film. As producer Conboy (pers. com.) ays
'People hould know that cience is a proces , a
method for gathering data and ultimately quite
comprehensible. What i difficult is analyzing
what all those 'results' mean. That is the imagi
native and interpretive part".

Although my film attempts to convey
complex cientific concepts, it does not try to
provide a hi tory of the ancient culture of Easter
1 land; rather, it portray contemporary life on
Easter I land through the eye of an American
veterinarian. My needs did require, however,
that I educate the viewer on the current status
of the i land and, in 0 doing, 1 confronted
many myth a ociated with the i land. The
mythologizing of history wa a major obstacle
in building my tory and I had to first make
audience aware that they were misinformed by
previou documentarie; I had to change their
interpretation of the accepted fact . The chal
lenge was how to accompli h thi in a cience
ba ed film that was limited to 25 minute.

Another challenge wa how to portray a
group of people to an audience that has been
mi led by documentarie to believe that the
Rapanui vanished from the i land prior to Euro-

pean di covery. For the mo t part, Western view- A cho-cho plant in bloom. This plant was introduced to the island to help
er are familiar with the giant monolithic stat- prevent erosion. Its lethal aspects were not realized at that time.
ues, the i olation, and the my tery surrounding
the i land, 0 rued a montage to open the film including
Rapanui people, tatue, hor e and cattle, and ocean
cenes, all set to traditional Rapanui mu ic. Thi fir t mon

tage was to establish that thi place wa , in fact, Ea ter I 
land, and to introduce the viewer to the thriving indige
nou population on the island.

My film is not a hi toriography - it is a cience-ba ed
film and is more topical and specific than the exi ting
documentarie about Ea ter I land. rt relies on the findings
of Dr. Jonathan Arzt; the i land's then-Governor, Enrique
Pakarati Ika; and Hotu Araki Tepano, a local ranch owner
who ha endor ed Arzt' work for years. Through the e
character and the narrator, a contemporary history of the
island i revealed. It wa crucial to weave the threads of the
history of the past on the i land 0 that the viewer had the
appropriate context in which to under tand the tory. I u ed
narration, pecifically a woman' voice, to provide this
background and balance the dry tone of Arzt' voice. The
history included how horse arrived on Ea ter 1 land, how
Chile came to govern the i land and how an inva ive spe
cies, cho-cho, arrived.

Caballo Loco 011 Ea ter Island was created as propa
ganda. Documentary, like propaganda, ets out to per uade
us to adopt a given per pective or point of view about the
world ichol 200 I :xi). I feel that Caballo Loco 011 Easter
Island accomplished thi ; it effectively relays Arzt' inter
pretation of the issues urrounding the toxic plant problem
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The mo t important discussion with Arzt, prior to the
first trip to the island, was not about the direction of the
film, but about the sensitivity of the material I would be
recording. I would be filming animal euthana ia and ne
cropsy. How would I handle thi sensitive material? How
would I per onally respond to eeing animal being eutha
nized, and how would I use this sen itive material in the
film? We both agreed that the footage had to be handled
very carefully for if presented out of context, it had the
potential to tum people against Jon's work. Arzt and I
agreed to create and sign a contract that tated he had the
rights to all material, and that we would film the euthana ia
sequences on eparate tape , for educational purpo e only.
The necrop ie were filmed in detail; clo e-up images of
afflicted organ, para ite and abnorrnalitie were described
on camera. This footage ha the potential to aid Arzt in
describing the disea e syndrome and will be used as a
teaching tool for pathology instruction. The footage is ex
tremely graphic and was recorded for medical purpo e

only.
Twenty terminally ill animals were

euthanized during the making of Caballo
Loco on Easter Island. Arzt never put down a
suffering animal without the con ent of it
owner, and often people refu ed the euthana
sia services. Some also refu ed the opportu
nity for population control ervice, uch a
ca tration and contraceptive injections. Easter
Island cannot u tain the number of roaming
live tock on the i land, but influencing the
Rapanui to limit their live tock populations is
beyond the scope of science. Livestock ani
mals are a fairly new introduction to the i land
and there is a great deal of pride and tatu
a sociated with owning large number of
horse and cow. I felt that I wa able to con
vey the cultural importance of animals to the
Rapanui, but I was not able to thoroughly con
vey the overpopulation i ue due to broadcast
time constraint .

Filming the euthana ia equences wa
not difficult becau e the animal were extremely ill and it
was a relief to see them relea ed from pain. I needed to
portray the problem at hand, including the reality that there
is no cure for "cho-cho syndrome". Euthanasia is the only
means to prevent the animals from dying a slow and pain
ful death. I believe that this point, as well as the numbers of
animal that are dying, is very clear in the film, through
interview , commentary, vi uals and the necrop y footage
included in the film. Arzt and I felt that euthanasia, al
though justified and neces ary, is disturbing to watch, and
something we chose not to expo e our audience to. I do not
think that 1 have misled the audience in any way by elimi
nating actual euthanasia footage from the film.

Interestingly, this approach worked extremely well in
editing the footage of the necrop ie . Per onally, I found
the necrop ies to be fa cinating; it wa effective to show a

Arzt examining a sick hor eat Tongariki. Eating cho-cho causes a painful
lingering death for the animals and may be affecting cattle also.

Ln the summer of 2003, while working in the Pribilof
Islands of Alaska, Jon met filmmaker Paul Hillman, al 0 a
graduate student in the Science and Natural Hi tory Film
making program at Montana State Univer ity. Jon ap
proached Paul with hi film idea and Paul uggested that
Jon contact me. I had many year of experience working in
the outh Pacific as an expedition tour guide; I had been to
Ea ter Island, and I wa looking for a graduate thesi pro
ject.

I received Arzt's (200 I) scientific paper, 'Livestock
Related Problems on Rapa ui (Easter Island); A se sment
and Proposed Mitigation Strategies," and was immediately
intere ted. Although I knew nothing about hor e , I wa
introduced to the concept of animal and plant toxicity in a
mammology cour e taught at Montana State Univer ity. I
found Jon's paper fascinating and, most importantly, under
standable by a non- cienti t, proving that Jon wa capable
of communicating complex cientific content to a lay audi
ence.

Within four months of my initial contact with Arzt we
were filming on the island. His scientific papers, the Veteri
nary Relief website (www.veterinaryreliefinternational.
com), and a web ite created by the Univer ity of California
at Davis that et up an investigation of the disease syn
drome, proved to be invaluable resource for compiling a
history of Arzt' Easter I land work
(www.calf.vetmed.ucdavi .edu). Funding came quickly,
although it wa minimal. Veterinary Relief International
provided $3500 for my initial trip to the island and I
matched the $3500 with personal savings. The Easter Is
land Foundation provided a $1000 grant, and in 2004 I re
ceived a $2400 grant from money allotted to the graduate
program from The ational Science Foundation. The rest
of the funding, approximately $5,000, came from my per-
onal resource .
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live, sick and dying animal - and then cut traight to the
necrop y. Removing the moment of actual death from the
sequence created enough eparation from the idea and be
came Ie disturbing for the audience. This technique wa
used in the beginning of the film and, later during a night
necropsy sequence. After attempting numerous cuts of the
night scene (a mare dying at the side of the road), 1 decided
to include an image of the needle containing the euthanasia
solution, but cut to the next scene before the actual injec
tion. I found this approach to be the mo t visually and emo
tionally effective in portraying the reality of the situation.
Thi night scene al 0 include a very touching scene of a
foal attempting to nurse from its dying mother. Arzt and I
recognized the capacity of the particular scene to create a
dramatic emotional respon e from our audience. The power
of this particular image terns from our ability to project our
emotional responses on the animal kingdom. Great care was
taken in filming this cene, for we could not have created a
better one if it had been fiction.

One cene that I wa adamant about including in the
film wa ultimately eliminated at the urging of the editor,
Mo e Malekia and Milton Manesco. While shooting ocean
cene ,our ound recorder, Eric Burge, came acro a dead

hor e along the rocky ocean coast. Its body was writhing
with maggots, and Jon speculated that the hor e, prior to its
death, was most likely disoriented from the cfto-cfto syn
drome. It had come down to the coa t to drink from the
fresh water spring located in the area, could not fmd its
way back out, and consequently died there. We had a great
interview and visuals to upport the fact that it i not un
common to come acro dead and decomposing horse on
the i land. But the editor found the maggots to be too dis
turbing and I compromi ed by including a long hot of a
decompo ing hor e at the acred site ofTongariki.

My initial approach to shooting Caballo Loco 011

Easter I land was to film in the ob ervational mode and not
to intervene with the events at hand (Nichols 1991 :38). I
quickly realized that this approach was going to be impossi
ble. For the most part, the horse necrop ies attracted audi
ences and the conver ation that occurred during the ne
cropsies were a fa cinating mix of English, Spani hand
Rapanui, but very difficult to edit and translate. Considering
this wa my fir t film and that my time on Easter I land was
limited, I chose - for the heer purpo e of simplicity - not
to include any dialogue or interviews in the Rapanui lan
guage. I do, however, plan to have the film translated into
Rapanui upon my return to the island. Instead, I employed
the expository mode of filmmaking, shaping the film around
commentary directed at the viewer using images to erve a
illustration or counterpoint (Nichols 1991 :34). The end re
sult is a combination of the two mode , u ing interviews
directed at the viewer throughout the film and narration to
link the interview, and ob ervational footage to illustrate
Jon's commentary.

I cho e ituation where few or no people were around
to engage Arzt in conver ation. In these instances Arzt
would drive the dialogue by describing the animal's symp-
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toms and walking the audience through the procedure. We
cho e to tage the interview in the archaeological ite; it
proved to be the perfect mean in which to include the stun
ning archaeology of the i land in the film. Interview were
dictated by the information needed to piece the tory to
gether. I wa planning to u e Arzt's voice throughout the
film for narration and personal interviews. Although there
wa plenty of material to accompli h thi , it became too
monotonous to hear the ame tone of voice throughout the
film. The film called for a different character, and the use of
voiceover narration wa employed. Initially, I only intended
to provide the cratch narration for the film but it became
important to me to be the narrator. I had inve ted 0 much
time and energy in creating the film: I wanted to narrate
Arzt' tory.

I did not rely on any existing cience documentaries to
con truct my approach to making Caballo Loco on Ea tel'
island. I did, however, rely heavily on methodology and
approach to making documentary film outlined in Michael
Rabinger's book Directing the Documentary. Arzt was not
oppo ed to having me conduct interview with the govern
ment officials who did not upport his work, namely the
Servicio Agricola y Ganadero (Chilean Mini try of Agricul
ture or S.A.G.), and even invited me to attend a meeting
with the group. I quickly realized that filming thi meeting
would put him in a compromising po ition and had the po
tential to put an end to his work on the i land. Hi presence
on the i land is high profile; he is in high demand because
he offer services to the Rapanui for free, and he receives
overwhelming upport from the Rapanui. S.A.G. officials
however, refuse to acknowledge the problem cllo-cho is
cau ing on the island and con equently, there is ome u
picion that one of their motive for introducing the plant
wa to reduce the number of grazing livestock. There i
much dissention between the Rapanui people and the Chil
ean govenunent and many Chilean officials were u piciou
of Arzt's work, uspecting him of having some ulterior mo
tive. Jon thus had to spend a huge percentage of hi time
dealing with government factions on the island and 1 did not
want to complicate matters by pu hing for an interview.
Thi does, however, make the film seem a bit one- ided,
and even though Veterinary Relief International sponsor
the film, I did not feel any pressure from Arzt to exclude the
other ide of the is ue. I made the deci ion not to stir things
up. If anything, I feel that the film does not accurately por
tray the amount of oppression and suffering the Rapanui
have endured as a result of Chilean rule.

Also, I wanted to reinforce the fact that, in the film,
Arzt never accused the Chilean government of introducing
cfto-eho to the island; his only accusation was that they
were not recognizing the problem. Rather than provoke any
sugge tion of a conflict of interest, I was able to u e the
i land' Governor to overview the ituation. For legitimacy
and authenticity, Governor Enrique Pakarati Ika re ealed
that the plant wa introduced by CO AF, a Chilean Organi
zation in control of Rapa ui ational Park, in order to con
trol soil erosion.
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In making Caballo Loco on Easter Island, I feel I was
successful in remaining true to the goal of the Ma ter of
Fine Arts in Science and Natural History Filmmaking pro
gram, which is to work cooperatively with cience, develop
a trusting and collaborative relation hip with a cientist, and
to tell his story accurately. I did not include any sensational
istic statements and the film is devoid of any' unfortunate
di tortion , inaccuracies or outright misrepresentations of
the subject matter being presented within the pro
gram" (Tobias 200i).

Another important point regarding the film script is
that every word, excluding narration about the island' his
tory and the interviews with Hotu Araki Tepano and Gover
nor Pakarati, came from interviews with Jon Arzt. The tran-
cription of these interviews were invaluable sources for

the con truction of the film and 1cannot stress enough as to
how important it was to have thi information organized in
uch a way that I could to refer to it time and time again,

and ultimately convey his story through his interviews. The
film is told through the voice of Arzt. I do not attempt to
conceal this fact in any way· he is listed as executive pro
ducer in the credits and he is included in the copyright at the
end of the film.

After having examined all of the material captured in
December 2003, I realized there were ome inlportant vi ual
and tran itional point mi sing from the film. One of the
greatest luxuries I had in the production of thi film was the
ability to return to the i land following the first shoot, with
a very pecific list of shots and interviews [ needed to ac
quire. Thi second trip proved to be invaluable because I
wa able to craft transitions based on a rough cut of the
film. I wa able to re-shoot interviews that needed clarifica
tion, and 1was able to film the all-important laughterhouse
scene. This scene, I feel, i pivotal for the film. It estab
lishes the urgency of the problem, that animal with the
cfto-cho syndrome are being processed for human consump
tion. What better place to exemplify this than a slaughter
house?

I had turned down an opportunity to film in the
laughterhouse in 2003, believing it to be too morbid and I

felt that I had obtained enough information in the eight ne
crop ies and interviews with Jon. On examining the foot
age, however, I realized that was a mistake. Never pass up
an opportunity to shoot, especially when you are invited to
shoot in a place like a slaughterhouse! Rarely do you get
invited into such a place. images of the slaughtered cows,
butchers preparing meat, and Jon taking scientific speci
mens provide the graphic reality of the urgency of this situa
tion. The narration states: "There is the possibility that just
about everyone on Rapa Nui could be consuming toxic al
kaloids that are present in the beef of the cows that are con
suming the plant cfto-cfto." This plant is not only killing
animals, but has the potential to kill people.

To ascertain that these concepts were clear in the film 1
a ked plant scientist Gary Strobel, as well as James
Richardson, extension officer for the South Australia De
partment of Agriculture, to evaluate the final version of the
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film. These scientist have firsthand experience in dealing
with plant issue identical to the problems caused by Crota
laria grahamiana, and I wanted to be sure my use of cien
tific plant language and fact stated in the film were accu
rate and widely accepted. My knowledge of toxic plants
was limjted to textbooks and my field expo ure to the
"caballo loco syndrome". After viewing Caballo Loco on
Easter Island they both felt that I had pre ented the plant
issue in a correct and comprehensible manner, and they also
felt the film was extremely informative and entertaining.
Strobel also commented that he wa very pleased with the
presentation of the scientific method in the film.

Jon Arzt doe provide olutions to the problem at
hand, but they are beyond the scope of what a veterinarian
is capable of accomplishing. Ultimately, he realizes that
determining the source of what was causing "caballo loco"
on Easter Island was just the first step, educating the Ra
panui about how to avoid exposing their animals to the
toxic plant was the next tep, and, ultimately, the Chilean
government needs to recognize the potential of this plant's
toxicity to humans and remove the inva ive weed they in
troduced to this fragile i land ecosy tern.

The [mal interview in the film, which was also my
final interview on the island, was in trumental in develop
ing the character of Jon Arzt. Throughout the film we see a
serious scientist, dedicated to his cause and angry about the
political ituation with Chile. But it is never revealed a to
why he has devoted 0 much time and effort to thi cause
until the final scene of the film. Arzt confe ses:

When you come to a place as wonderful and
mystical as Rapa Nui it is hard to feel like you
really deserve to be here. The changes that I have
seen, based on my work, make me feel that my
presence here is justified, and that 1 do need to
keep coming back. Not just for my own benefit,
but for the benefit of these animals, and their
owners.

At the very last possible moment, we are allowed
some insight as to why this young veterinarian continues to
make the journey, year after year, to the mo t remote inhab
ited island in the world.

Co CLUSIO

One does not have to look very hard to determine how
popular culture has been misled by sensational literature
and documentaries about the history and current status of
Easter Island. They run the gamut from reasonably conser
vative discussions of the subject matter to sensational con
tent that appears to be emphasizing "entertainment" over
education (McLaughlin pers. com.). I was fortunate that the
subject and approach of my film did not rely on interpreta
tions of the ancient history of Easter Island, and 1 feel that
my film was effective in infonning the audience about as-
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pect of contemporary Rapa Nui ociety nece ary for un
derstanding the story of Caballo Loco on Easter island.
There are great challenge in creating a product that i
ba ed on both scientific and hi torical accuracy, a well a
fundrai ing and entertainment. While the problem of a
culture cannot be solved with cience, the stories of how
people use science to olve problems can make documenta
rie a perfect vehicle for relaying cientific concepts.

Laura Jean Boyd i an A sociate Producer at National Geo
graphic Television: laurajeanboyd@yahoo.com
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